Cell movements driving neurulation in avian embryos.
Neurulation, formation of the neural tube, a crucial event of early embryogenesis, is believed to be driven by the coordination of a number of diverse morphogenetic cell behaviors. Such behaviors include changes in cell number (division, death), cell shape and size (wedging, palisading and spreading), cell position (rearrangement or intercalation) and cell-cell and cell-matrix associations (including inductive interactions). The focus of this essay is on epiblast cell movements and their role in shaping and bending of the neural plate. Neurulation is a multifactorial process requiring both intrinsic (within the neural plate) and extrinsic (outside the neural plate) forces. The origin and movements of three populations of epiblast cells have been studied in avian embryos by constructing quail/chick transplantation chimeras and by labeling cells in situ with identifiable, heritable markers. MHP (median hinge-point neurepithelial) cells originate principally from a midline epiblast area rostral to and overlapping Hensen's node. In addition, a few caudal MHP cells originate from paranodal epiblast areas. MHP cells stream down the length of the midline neuraxis in the wake of the regressing Hensen's node. This streaming occurs as a result of cell division (presumably oriented so that daughter cells are placed into the longitudinal plane rather than into the transverse plane) and rearrangement (intercalation), resulting in a narrowing of the width of the MHP region with a concomitant increase in its length. L (lateral neurepithelial) cells originate from paired epiblast areas flanking the rostral portion of the primitive streak, and they stream down the length of the lateral neuraxis concomitant with regression of Hensen's node.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)